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FIGURE 1. Workflow summarizing the analytical approach. Samples were obtained from single cell colony fermentations carried out in triplicates. Collected samples were centrifuged, cell
pellets were submitted for proteomic analysis and supernatants were kept for metabolomic analysis. For proteomics, proteins from the cell lysate were precipitated and digested. After
digestion, the samples were acidified, dried down and analyzed by LC-MS. Finally, peptide and protein identification was performed, as well as, label free quantitation. Supernatants were
directly analyzed by LCMS and features/components were extracted. Subsequently, statistics and data mining including gene ontology enrichment was performed.
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FIGURE 2 shows a screenshot of the Proteome Discoverer software results. After database search, areas from the identified peptides were extracted using the Precursor Ions Area Detector
plug-in. The “Areas” table shows the average of the peak areas of the top 3 identified peptides for any given protein in each sample. The table can be directly exported as a text file to easily
perform further statistical analysis
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FIGURE 3. Statistical Analysis Workflow. Reproducibility was first evaluated using a correlation plot to discard outliers. The average correlation was 0.78. Then missing value imputation
was performed, raw intensities were log2 transformed and normalized using quantile normalization. For the metabolomics data a similar workflow was applied. However, the intensities were
normalized using LOWESS. Finally, an ANOVA test was performed to classify the samples and discover those proteins/compounds that changed in abundance. A Welch-approximation was
used to calculate the variance. P-values were based on permutations by randomly grouping the samples 1000 times. Bonferroni correction was applied to adjusted the proportion of false
positives not exceed 0.01 significant features. Significant features were further analyzed with Protein Center software (proteomic data) or KEEG, ChemSpider and mzCloud (metabolomic
data).
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Figure 6. Differential protein expression during fermentation for both beer strains. (A) Differentially, expressed proteins (q-value <0.01) from more than 1000 proteins accurately
quantified were clustered using k-means method. (B) We used multiple cluster validation metrics based on Figures Of Merit (FOM) to select the best performing clustering algorithm as well as
the most adequate number of clusters .
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software. GO terms, pathways and enzymes significantly over-represented when compared towards the Saccharomyces cerevisae proteome were selected. And submitted for further
statistical analysis. Figure 6A shows a radar map using the ontology terms and their significance values to highlight the differences within the molecular processes between both strains
(Red=cluster1, Dark green=cluster 2, Purple=cluster 3 and Blue=cluster 4). Furthermore, over 60 enzymes were differentially expressed, which may explain the different organoleptic
properties.(B)
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Figure 7. Metabolomics dataset. (A) Screenshot of the alignment for all the metabolomic datasets. (B) PCA plot highlighting the differences between both strains. (C) Compounds with
significantly different abundances (q-value<0.01) were clustered. 23% of the compounds were significantly different. Most of them belong to yeast specific metabolic pathways, although
degradation of aromatic compounds as well as biosynthesis of secondary metabolites pathways were highly represented. As expected isoamyl acetate is higher abundant in the Hefe
Weizen strain compared to the California Ale (D). The metabolomic dataset found that isoamyl acetate in its sodiated adduct was significantly higher in abundance in the Hefe Weizen strain.
This compound is responsible for the strong banana nose with a slight hint of clove.

Conclusion


Simple, but yet powerful proteomic and metabolomics workflow, based on label free quantitation, single LC runs on a bench top mass spectrometer and data analysis by Proteome
Discoverer software, Protein Center software and Sieve software (2.2).
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Figure 6. Ontology enrichment of the differentially expressed proteome. The four clusters from the differentially, expressed proteins (p-value<0.01) were analyzed using ProteinCenter
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Integration of omics data using systems biology approaches and mass spectrometry hold a great potential to better understand molecular differences between evolutionary distant,
but ecologically very similar strains and to design new strains that could enhance the organoleptic properties of beer.
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